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Reading and Writing Familiar and Unfamiliar Patterns 
 

(Gregory Chase) 
 

Follow the steps for each exercise.  
 

STEP 1: Reading Rhythm Patterns 
1. Name the meter. 
2. Establish context by chanting the rhythm patterns after the teacher.  
3. Identify the Macrobeat (MB) and microbeat (mb). 
4. Look the piece over for same and different rhythm patterns (RP).  
5. Bracket rhythm patterns in RH, using a different colour for each RP. 
6. Chant the RP, Audiate the RP, then Play RP (CAP will help you remember the order of this 

process).  CAP each RP before moving to the next RP.  Chant using rhythm syllables. 
7. Improvise the RP from the piece. 

 
STEP 2: Reading Tonal Patterns 

1. Name the keyality and tonality 
2. Find and play the tonic and dominant notes 
3. Establish context by singing the I - V - I melodic cadence 
4. Look the piece over for same and different Tonal Patterns (TP). 
5. Bracket tonal patterns in RH, using a different colour for each TP. 
6. Sing the tonic tonal patterns, Audiate, the tonic tonal patterns, Play the tonic tonal patterns (SAP 

will help you remember the order of this process).  SAP each TP before moving to the next TP.  
Sing using tonal syllables. 

7. Sing the dominant tonal patterns, Audiate, the dominant tonal patterns, Play the dominant tonal 
patterns (SAP will help you remember the order of this process). 
 

STEP 3: Playing 
1. Sing the melody (melodic patterns) on the neutral syllable “doo”. 
2. Look over the whole piece and Audiate (using neutral syllable) 
3. Sing the chord roots on either a neutral syllable “doo”, or with harmonic labels, “I” and “V” 
4. Audiate the chord roots 
5. Play the piece. 
6. Review any spots where you are not fully accurate (by singing TP or chanting RP). 
7. Play the piece with FLOW.  
8. Transpose the piece to new keyalities 

 
STEP 4: Writing Rhythm Patterns 

1. Write the different four-macrobeat rhythm patterns for each exercise in the appropriate space on 
page 6.  Please note that No. 1 has three different patterns, pick two RP to write.  

2. Chant, audiate, and play the RP using rhythm syllables.  CAP 
3. Write the enrhythmic of each rhythm pattern. 
4. Chant the enrhythmic rhythm pattern. CAP 

 
STEP 5: Writing Tonal Patterns 

1. Write the different tonal patterns for each exercise in the appropriate space on page 7.  Please 
note that Nos. 1 – 4 have four different TP, while No. 5 has five TP. 

2. Sing, audiate, and play the TP using tonal syllables.  SAP 
3. Sing the chord roots using I and V, then Do and So.  SAP 

 
STEP 6: Replay the Exercise 


